Abstract
Introduction
or are there mechanistic constraints that make it difficult to produce eggs mitotically? 120
How common is automixis, and how can it be detected and distinguished from other 121 modes of reproduction using population genetic methods? What is the eventual fate of 122 populations reproducing via automixis? Are the usual long-term problems faced by 123 populations that forego genetic mixing (such as Muller's ratchet or clonal 124 interference) compounded in automictic populations because they also suffer from a 125 form of inbreeding depression due to the a perpetual loss of heterozygosity, or can the 126 loss of heterozygosity also be beneficial in some circumstances? 127
A first quantity of interest is the heterozygosity ! , i.e. the probability that the two 220 alleles in a randomly chosen female are different. Following the standard approach for 221 these type of models (e.g., HARTL and CLARK 1997), the change in ! from one 222 generation to the next can be expressed through the change in homozygosity, 1 − ! , 223 as 224 .
(8) 227
Second, we can calculate the probability ! that two alleles drawn randomly from 228 Figure 2 shows how the four statistics quantifying different aspects of genetic 244 diversity depend on the rate γ at which heterozygosity in individuals is eroded, and 245 compares them to the corresponding statistics in outbreeding sexual populations. Also 246 shown in Figure 2 are diversity estimates from simulations (see SI, section 3 for 247 details), indicating that the analytical predictions are very accurate. It can be seen that 248 both the within-individual and population-level heterozygosities decline with 249 increasing γ. Also, the former is greater than the latter for small values of γ, resulting 250 in negative values of !" , but this pattern reverses for larger γ. In Figure S2 , the same 251 relationships are shown but expressed in terms of map distance for the case of central 252 fusion automixis (see Eq. 3). These plots illustrate that for the parameters assumed, 253 large between-locus variation in equilibrium genetic diversity is only expected in the 254 close vicinity of the centromeres. 255
In order to gain further insight into the formulae derived above, it may be helpful to 256 consider a few special cases. 257
Special case 1: = . This case corresponds to strict clonal reproduction and has 258 been studied previously (BALLOUX et al. 2003) . In line with these previous results, all 259 individuals are expected to eventually become heterozygous (H ! = 1), representing an 260 extreme case of the Meselson effect (NORMARK et al. 2003; WELCH and MESELSON 261 2000) . Furthermore, for the equilibrium population-level heterozygosity we get 262 This is always negative because all individuals are heterozygous but alleles sampled 268 from different individuals may still be identical. Finally, 269
i.e. ! is identical to the equilibrium heterozygosity in sexual populations. This is 271 because with strict clonal reproduction, each mutation gives rise to not only a new 272 allele but also to a new genotype. New diploid genotypes arise twice as often as new 273 alleles in sexual populations, but this is exactly offset by twice the number of gene 274 copies in sexual populations than genotypes in clonal populations. 275
Special case 2: = (gamete duplication). This represents the opposite extreme: 276 barring new mutations all heterozygosity is immediately lost. Thus, H ! = µμ(2 − µμ) ≈ 277 0 and, as a direct consequence, F !" ≈ 1. Moreover, 278 
287 which is equal to the equilibrium individual-level homozygosity, ! . 288
Mutation-selection balance 289
In order to investigate the balance between the creation of deleterious alleles through 290 mutation and their purging by natural selection in automictic populations, let us13 assume an infinitely large population and a single locus with two alleles a (wildtype) 292 and A (deleterious mutation). Wildtype aa individuals have a fitness of w !! = 1 293 relative to heterozygotes with w !" = 1 − hs and mutant homozygotes with 294 w !! = 1 − s. To keep the model tractable, I assume that the mutation rate µμ is small 295 so that at most one mutation event occurs during reproduction, and that there is no 296 back mutation from mutant to wildtype allele. Automixis operates as in the previous 297 section, with heterozygotes producing a fraction γ/2 of either homozygote. Assuming 298 a life-history order of selection-mutation-automixis, the recursion frequencies for the 299 two mutant genotypes can be expressed as 300
(18) 302
, p !! yields the frequencies of the mutant genotypes under 303 mutation-selection equilibrium. Unfortunately, the resulting formulae are rather 304 lengthy and uninformative. However, in a few special cases tractable results can be 305
obtained. 306
Special case 1: Clonal reproduction ( = ). In this case, the equilibrium that will 307 be attained depends on the magnitude of the mutation rate. First, when the mutation 308 rate is small, µμ ≤ hs/(1 + hs), we get 309
.
(19) 310
At this equilibrium, the population will consist mostly of mutation-free aa individuals, 311 with some heterozygotes and very few AA homozygotes. Second, when hs/(1 + 312 hs) < µμ ≤ s/2, the equilibrium is given by 313
314 p !! = 1). Intuitively, this situation arises when selection against heterozygotes is so 316 weak relative to the mutation rate that eventually all aa individuals are converted into 317 heterozygotes and a mutation-selection balance is attained between Aa and AA 318 individuals. This balance is then analogous to the standard mutation-selection balance 319 in haploid populations. Indeed, after re-normalizing all fitness values with the fitness 320 of heterozygotes and defining an adjusted selection coefficient against AA 321 homozygotes, s = 1 − (1 − s)/(1 − hs), the equilibrium frequency of homozygous 322 mutants can be expressed as p !! = µμ/s. Finally, when µμ > s/2, the mutation pressure 323 outweighs selection completely and the mutant homozygotes will become fixed in the 324
Special case 2: Gamete duplication ( = ). At the opposite extreme, when all 326 heterozygotes are immediately converted into homozygotes, the equilibrium 327 frequencies are given by 328
It is clear that in this case, selection against heterozygotes and thus the dominance 330 coefficient h is irrelevant. Mutation-free aa homozygotes produce heterozygote 331 mutant offspring at a rate 2µμ per generation, but these heterozygotes are immediately 332 converted into aa and AA offspring, each with probability 1/2. Thus, the effective rate 333 at which AA offspring are produced is µμ and the attained mutation-selection balance 334 is identical to the one attained in haploid populations. 335
Special case 3: Recessive deleterious mutations ( = ).
With arbitrary values of γ 336 but strictly recessive deleterious mutations, the equilibrium is given by 337 populations. For γ > 0, the frequency of heterozygotes is generally lower than in 347 sexual populations whereas the frequency of AA homozygotes is higher than in sexual 348 populations. Related to this, the equilibrium frequencies in automictic populations are 349 generally much less sensitive to the dominance coefficient h than in sexual 350
We can also calculate how much the mean fitness in the population at equilibrium is 389 reduced by automixis compared to clonal reproduction. Provided that γ < s !! , s !! , 390 this "automixis load" is given by 391
392
This simple formula parallels the classic result that the mutational load in haploid 393 populations is given by the mutation rate and thus shows that automixis acts like 394 mutation in producing two genotypes (AA and aa) of inferior fitness from the fittest 395 genotype (Aa) that are then purged by natural selection. The genetic load can be either 396 smaller or greater than the corresponding segregation load in a sexual population. 397 the deleterious allele B and vice versa, so that linkage produces strong indirect 414 selection against both aa and bb homozygotes. 415
In order to explore this mechanism, numerical explorations of a two-locus model of 416
an infinitely large population undergoing selection and reproduction through 417 automixis were performed. This model builds upon the expressions for loss of 418 heterozygosity in the presence of recombination between a centromer and two loci 419 derived above (for details see SI section 4). Heterozygosity at either locus entails a 420 reduction of fitness of 1 − ℎ ! ! ( ∈ { , }) whereas homozygosity for the deleterious 421 alleles reduces fitness by 1 − ! in each locus. Fitness effects at the two loci are 422 multiplicative (i.e., no epistasis). An example run is shown in Figure 5A . As can be 423 seen, the AabB genotype is maintained at a high frequency for a considerable number 424 of generations (in automixis-selection balance with the two homozygous genotypes 425
AAbb and aaBB) before it is eroded by recombination between the two loci and the 426 aabb genotype spreads to fixation. We can also treat the two linked loci as a single 427 locus and use the equilibrium frequency of heterozygotes derived above for single-428 locus overdominance to estimate the quasi-stable frequency of the AabB genotype 429 before it is dissolved. Specifically, this frequency can be approximated by Eq. (24) 430 following substitution of !! for ! , !! for ! , and for the expression in Eq. (3), 431 yielding 432
For simplicity, this approximation assumes complete recessivity (ℎ ! = ℎ ! = 0), but 434 partial recessivity could also readily be incorporated. As shown in 
Spread of beneficial mutations 450
In order to better understand adaptive evolution in automictic populations, consider 451 first a deterministic single locus model without mutation and with relative fitness 452 1 + ℎ and 1 + for heterozygotes and AA homozygotes, respectively. The recursion 453 equations for this model can then be written as 454
Assuming that both the Aa and the AA genotype are rare in the population and that s is 456 small, these recursion equations can be approximated by 457
This system of recursion equations can be solved, and if we further assume that 459 initially there are only one or few heterozygote mutants but no AA homozygotes 460
with ≔ 1 + ℎ 1 − . These expressions demonstrate that when is large
≈ ℎ -the heterozygotes will not be maintained and the beneficial mutation 465 will instead spread as a homozygous genotype through the population. Thus, in this 466 case we have for sufficiently large t: 467
Here, h and determine how efficiently the initial heterozygotes are maintained and 469 converted to homozygotes, but only s determines the actual rate at which the 470 beneficial mutation spreads. By comparison, a beneficial mutation in an outbreeding 471 sexual population will initially be found in heterozygotes only, with 472
Thus, the rate at which the mutation spreads in sexual populations is determined by 474 the fitness advantage in heterozygotes only, which means the mutation will always 475 spread at a lower rate than in automictic populations. Nevertheless, the heterozygotes 476 in sexual populations have a 'head start' relative to the homozygotes in automictic 477
populations (see fraction in Eq. 30), which results from the fact that only half of the 478 original heterozygotes are converted into homozygotes. This means with high 479 dominance levels h, it might still take some time until a beneficial allele reaches a 480 higher frequency in an automictic compared to a sexual population. additive fitness effects, the difference between automictic and sexual populations is 508 less pronounced and the beneficial effects of recombination become apparent when 509 is very small. Perhaps surprisingly, the mean number of crossover between the two 510 loci under selection, which determines the recombination rate in the sexual 511 population, plays only a minor role and needs to take low values for recessive 512 beneficial mutations to spread slightly faster in sexual than automictic populationsto faster spread of the beneficial mutations in sexual populations, this effect is only 515 weak compared to the accelerating effect of increasing in automictic populations. 516
Selection on crossover rates 517
We finally turn to the question of whether natural selection is expected to reduce 518 crossover rates in automictic populations. Let us first consider a population 519
reproducing by central fusion automixis in which heterozygosity at a given locus is 520 maintained through overdominant selection. Combining the results from Eq. (3) and 521 (25), the mean fitness of a resident population with a mean crossover number is 522
given by 523
(32) 524
Since reproduction is asexual and assuming a dominant crossover modifier allele, the 525 selection coefficient for a mutant genotype with a different crossover rate can be 526 obtained simply by comparing mean fitness of the resident and the mutant lineage. 527 (This is in contrast to recombination rate evolution in sexual populations, where a 528 much more sophisticated approach is required (BARTON 1995).) If the factor by which 529 crossovers numbers are altered is denoted by (i.e., the mutant mean number of 530 crossovers is ), this yields 531
Again, the approximation is valid for small (but note that conditions where 541 overdominance stably maintains heterozygosity are rather limited in this case; see Eq. 542 (24)). Increases in crossover rates are selected for with terminal fusion, but even when 543 there are many crossovers between the focal locus and its centromere, a substantial 544 genetic load ( = 1/3) will persist. 545
We can also ask how selection should operate on crossover rates in automictic 546
populations evolving under mutation-selection balance. Without answering this 547 question in any quantitative detail, we can note that since the equilibrium genetic load 548 decreases with increasing (Fig. S3) , there should be selection for increased 549 crossover rates in populations with central fusion automixis and selection for 550 decreased recombination rates in populations with terminal fusion automixis. 551
However, given that genetic load is always in the range between and 2 , selection 552 for increased crossovers will be only very weak on a per-locus basis ( < ). 553
Preliminary numerical investigations competing two lineages with different crossover 554 rates confirm the predictions on selection on crossover rates. However, it will be 555 important to study this problem more thoroughly in a multi-locus model and with 556 finite populations so that for example also the impact of stochastically arisingassociative overdominance can be ascertained. 558 may persist and in some respects even be superior to clonal or sexual populations. In 572 particular, neutral genetic diversity will be lower in automictic than in clonal 573 populations but may still be greater than in sexual populations, the mutational load 574 will generally be lower in automictic than in both sexual and clonal populations 575 (unless mutations are completely recessive), and the genetic load caused by 576 overdominant selection can be lower in automictic than in sexual populations. 577
Empirical examples confirming that automicts can be highly successful at least on 578 short to intermediate timescales include the Cape honeybee "Clone" (which has been 579 spreading for more than 25 years) (GOUDIE and OLDROYD 2014), the invasive ant 580 adaptation and mutation accumulation in automictic populations, it would be useful to 593 develop more sophisticated models than presented here that incorporate multiple loci 594 and random genetic drift. 595
Relationship to other genetic systems 596
There is a bewildering diversity of genetic systems that have similarities to automixis. 597
In order to discuss the relationship of the results obtained here with prior work it may 598 be useful to group these genetic systems into two classes. The first are systems that 599 are mechanistically distinct from automixis but are genetically equivalent. This 600 includes systems in animals and plants where there is no fusion of meiotic products 601 but some other meiotic modification that has the same consequences, and also 602 systems of intratetrad mating. The results obtained here are thus directly applicable 603 and previous theoretical work on such systems can directly be compared to the work 604 presented here. For example, parthenogenesis in Daphnia pulex has been reported to 605 proceed through a modified meiosis in which the first anaphase is aborted halfway, 606 homologous chromosomes are re-joined and the second meiotic division proceeds 607 normally (HIRUTA et al. 2010) . Similarly, some forms of apomixis in plants (meiotic 608 diplospory) are also achieved by suppression of the first meiotic divisionequivalent to central fusion automixis and can, through complete suppression of 611 recombination, also lead to clonal reproduction. Intratetrad mating is commonly found 612 in many fungi, algae and other organisms and is achieved through a variety of 613 mechanisms (HOOD and ANTONOVICS 2004; KERRIGAN et al. 1993) . Provided the 614 mating-type locus is completely linked to the centromere, intra-tetrad mating is 615 genetically equivalent to central fusion automixis (ANTONOVICS and ABRAMS 2004) . 616
If the mating-type locus is not closely linked to the centromere, the outcome would 617 still be equivalent to automixis but with a mixture of terminal and central fusion, 618 depending on whether or not there has been a recombination event between the 619 mating-type locus and the centromere. 620
The second class of systems comprises those that are very similar to automixis but 621 equivalent only when a single locus is considered. This means that many of the results 622 reported here (e.g., on neutral variation, mutation-selection balance and 623 overdominance) can still be applied. (HOJSGAARD and HORANDL 2015) . 680
Conclusions 681
In this study, a number of theoretical results regarding basic on the population 682 genetics of automictic populations were derived both for neutral and selective 683 processes. A general conclusion that emerges is that in analogy to strong levels of 684 inbreeding, automictic reproduction is difficult to evolve but once established may be 685 
